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Using bottlenose dolphin sightings
to study spatial patterns

S

cientific research is interdisciplinary and often incorporates math, technology, and geography. Mapmaking and the use of global positioning system (GPS)
technology, for example, are vital parts of many research
endeavors that allow us to visualize patterns that might
otherwise go unnoticed. Researchers frequently use these
technologies to plot the locations of organisms or events.
This helps them learn about habitat preferences and behaviors of certain animals.
Our own research in Savannah, Georgia, uses handheld
GPS devices to record the sightings of bottlenose dolphins.
We then compile this information on a map, which provides
us with clues about environmental or human factors affecting the dolphins’ behavior or habitat.
This article describes an activity in which students examine spatial data from five pairs of dolphins in our study
and then form hypotheses about the spatial patterns they
observe. In the process, they learn not only about the ecology of bottlenose dolphins but also that scientific research is
interdisciplinary and can involve subjects such as math and
geography. The activity is geared toward high school biology or environmental science classes but can be modified for
other grade levels. It addresses numerous science education
standards (see Figure 1, p. 26).
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Bottlenose dolphins, or Tursiops truncatus, live in ocean waters as well as tidal rivers and creeks and exhibit different
feeding strategies depending on their location. In Georgia,
for example, some dolphins rush up a mud bank and push
fish onto the shore to eat, a process known as strand feeding (Hoese 1971). This is seen in small creeks during low
tide, when mud banks are exposed (Bowen 2011). Many
dolphins in the area also eat fish stirred up by fishing nets
or discarded from shrimp trawlers (Kovacs 2012). Several
beg for food from humans in boats (Perrtree 2011).
We identify individual dolphins in our study by patterns of nicks and notches in their dorsal fins. We assign
each dolphin a numerical code and sometimes a name so
we can keep track of which dolphins engage in which foraging techniques.
Students measure the shape around their dolphin sightings on
The area where the dolphins are found is the utilizathe map of the study area.
tion area. We determine utilization area by creating a
minimum convex polygon (MCP)—the smallest possible
polygon that encloses all points where we have sighted dolthose from their geography classes and to data plots in their
phins, without any internal or concave angles (Figure 2,
math classes. Students then use the latitudinal and longitudip. 27).
nal coordinates to plot the location of each sighting on their
maps. A different-colored symbol is used for each dolphin,
and the meaning assigned to each is recorded within the blank
The activity
space of the map legend.
Materials
Next, students draw a simple geometric shape—such as a
To conduct this activity, students need the following:
circle, rectangle, or triangle—on the map to encompass all of
the sightings. This shape does not have to touch each of the
◆◆
metric rulers,
sighting points, but should instead be a regular polygon that
◆◆
calculators,
best fits around them. Students measure the length, width,
or radius of their shape in centimeters (Figure 4, p. 29) and
◆◆
pencils, and
use these values to calculate the area of the polygon, which
◆◆
colored pencils or thin markers.
is the utilization area. This area is then converted to square
kilometers using the map scale and the detailed steps on the
Methods
Student Report Sheet. The resulting value is the utilization
To begin, we introduce the class to basic information about
area in the form of a simplified minimum convex polygon
bottlenose dolphins, geographic coordinate systems, and uti(MCP). Unlike a true MCP, however—which would conlization areas using a PowerPoint presentation that is availnect all of the outermost points and result in the smallest area
able online (see “On the web”). Students do the activity in
possible—the students’ polygon may extend past some of the
pairs, and each pair receives a Sighting Summary Sheet
points and, therefore, be larger than a true MCP.
We ask students to describe any differences in the areas
with sighting information for two dolphins (Figure 3, p. 28),
and shapes of their two dolphins’ utilization areas, as well as
a Study Area Map (Figure 4, p. 29), and a Student Report
whether they think the shape they drew around their sightSheet. (Four additional Summary Sighting Sheets, representings has a larger, smaller, or similar area compared to the
ing eight other dolphins, and the Student Report Sheet are
actual MCP. We then give students the actual MCP areas,
available online [see “On the web”].)
which are provided in the answer key available online (see
Before starting the activity, we review the Sighting Sum“On the web”), and students discuss whether their original
mary Sheet as a class and note that each dolphin has a unique
dorsal fin, a numerical code, and a name. The sheet includes
assumptions were correct.
the sighting date, the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates,
Each pair of students then examines their map to deterand the tidal stage of the sighting—designated as high, low,
mine if there are any spatial relationships within the data.
flood (incoming tide), or ebb (outgoing tide). Using the Study
For example, based on the sighting locations, does it appear
Area Map, students note the grid of latitude and longitude
that a geographical feature, the type of habitat, or human
lines, and as a class, we discuss the ways this map is similar to
presence may have influenced the dolphin’s utilization area?
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About bottlenose dolphins

The activity includes data for 10 dolphins exhibiting a variety
of spatial patterns, including those that are
◆◆

clustered near docks or in areas where shrimpers trawl,

◆◆

only found in creeks,

◆◆

only found in large rivers,

◆◆

localized to one specific area, or

◆◆

spread out across the entire study area.

Sometimes students have to refer back to the Sighting
Summary Sheet to determine if the tides provide more clues
about potential behaviors. For example, Dolphin 30007 (Figure 2) was found in creeks at low tide—a pattern indicative
of strand feeding. Each pair of students then writes a summary of its dolphins’ spatial patterns on the worksheet and
presents its findings to the class.

Assessment
Students are assessed based on correctly plotting the sightings
on the Study Area Map and their responses to the Student
Report Sheet. A map key with the sighting location, an answer key with the numerical MCP areas and descriptions of
the spatial patterns exhibited by Dolphins 30025 and 30007,
a rubric, and maps and answer keys for four other pairs of
dolphins are available online (see “On the web”). The maps
depict the actual MCP, which was found using commercial
mapping software. The shapes that students draw may not
be identical; however, the locations of the sightings should
be the same.

Modifications
Our research focuses on dolphins, but teachers can modify
this activity to make it more relevant to their geographic
areas. Younger students can focus on plotting points and
examining spatial patterns and disregard the section on

FI G U R E 1

Relevant Next Generation of Science Standards (NGSS).
HS-LS2 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
Performance Expectation
Students who demonstrate understanding can:
HS-LS2-2: Use mathematical representations to support and revise explanations based on evidence about
factors affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems of different scales.
Science and Engineering Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

Using Mathematics and
Computational Thinking
• Use mathematical representations
of phenomena or design solutions
to support and revise explanations.
(HS-LS2-2)

LS2.A: Interdependent
Relationships in Ecosystems Scale, Proportion, and Quantity
(HS-LS2-2)
• Using the concept of orders of magnitude
allows one to understand how a model at
LS2.C: Ecosystem
one scale relates to a model at another
Dynamics, Functioning, and scale. (HS-LS2-2)
Resilience (HS-LS2-2)

Common Core State Standards Connections:
ELA/Literacy:
WHST.9-12.2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/
experiments, or technical processes. (HS-LS2-2)
Mathematics:
MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. (HS-LS2-2)
MP.4 Model with mathematics. (HS-LS2-2)
HSN-Q.A.1 Choose and interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data displays. (HS-LS2-2)
HSN-Q.A.2 Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptive modeling. (HS-LS2-2)
ADAPTED FROM NGSS P. 92 (NGSS LEAD STATES 2013)
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Where’s That Dolphin?

finding the area. Advanced students can draw a true MCP
around the sightings and break the irregular polygon into
multiple regular polygons, find the area of each shape,
and add the areas together. As a challenge, upper-level
students can convert the latitude and longitude from the
current form of decimal degrees (e.g., DD.DDDD) to the
conventional form of degrees, minutes, and seconds (e.g.,
DD°MM’SS’’). There are 60 seconds in a minute and 60
minutes in a degree; multiplication and addition can be
used to convert the two forms.
For a more inquiry-based approach, teachers can encourage students to come up with their own research questions prior to the activity. Students can brainstorm about
whether they think the dolphins will have different spatial
patterns and what might cause them. They can then develop ideas for how to investigate the questions they have
posed and incorporate them into the activity methods.

Reflections

Students enjoy learning about bottlenose dolphins’ unique
behaviors and making connections between them and
the spatial data on their maps. Some have a difficult time
plotting points correctly—especially when the latitude or
longitude falls between the values on the grid. However,
after walking through an example one-on-one with these
students, their accuracy often improves. Remind them, too,
that they are mapping dolphins, so if the sighting falls on
land, they need to check their work.
Teachers should explain that there may be several viable
hypotheses for the reasons behind the dolphins’ spatial patterns. The answer key (see “On the web”) contains information on the actual behaviors exhibited by the dolphins used
in the activity, which may be reflected in the explanations of
spatial patterns. However, alternative explanations can be
considered, as long as students provide evidence to back up

FI G U R E 2

A minimum convex polygon (MCP) drawn around sightings of common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
near Savannah, Georgia.

SOURCE DATA: USGS NATIONAL HYDROGRAPHY DATASET
PROJECTION: TRANSVERSE MERCATOR, UTM17N, NAD 1983
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ing students use previously acquired knowledge and think
critically about why their sightings are arranged spatially.
The ability to think both spatially and critically is even more
significant now that we rely so heavily on GPS technology.
After completing this activity, students comment that they
have a better understanding of how digital mapping systems
work and are able to review new maps and quickly make
comments about any patterns they observe. n
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Sighting Summary Sheet.
Dolphin ID: 30007
Dolphin Name: Mullet

Sightings
Date

Time

Latitude

Longitude

Tide

1

06-Jun-09

13:01

32.014° N

80.925° W

Ebb

2

17-Jun-09

14:28

32.005° N

80.906° W

Flood

3

05-Jul-09

13:03

31.968° N

80.972° W

Low

4

01-Aug-09

11:40

31.979° N

80.985° W

Low

Dolphin ID: 30025
Dolphin Name: Batman

Sightings
Date

Time

Latitude

Longitude

Tide

1

10-Jun-09

11:46

31.923° N

80.967° W

Ebb

2

10-Jun-09

12:14

31.924° N

80.968° W

Ebb

3

17-Jun-09

13:14

32.012° N

80.883° W

Flood

4

17-Jun-09

13:43

32.010° N

80.884° W

Flood

5

01-Jul-09

15:48

32.026° N

81.048° W

Flood

6

03-Jul-09

12:14

32.014° N

80.884° W

Low

7

30-Jul-09

12:42

32.012° N

80.883° W

Flood
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their claims. For dolphins that display no spatial patterns,
we discuss the importance of reporting data accurately,
even when we cannot find an explanation, and emphasize
that it is okay to not always know the answer. In addition,
some teachers may not want to provide “answers” at all,
and instead leave the activity open-ended, so that students
do not feel pressured to come up with the “right” response
and can focus instead on the inquiry process.

Conclusions

We find that mapping organisms’ locations is new to most
students. Many have not previously worked with data to
identify spatial patterns. Recognizing patterns is an important skill and a crosscutting concept indentified in the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013). This
activity takes pattern recognition one step further by hav-
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On the web
All supplemental materials for this activity—including the Student
Report Form, additional Sightings Summary Sheets, an answer
key, maps, and assessment forms—are available at www.nsta.org/
highschool/connections.aspx.
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Study Area Map.
The map of the waterways near Savannah, Georgia, on which students will plot their sightings. Blank space is
included within the legend box so that students can add the name and symbol for their assigned dolphins.
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